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Class Format 
-Students will have class once or twice a week based on the student’s preference. 
-Each class session consists of 30 minutes of individual recitation time and 30 minutes of 
listening to a fellow student. 
-Classes are held via Skype or Zoom, based on the student’s choice. Zoom allows the student 
to access a recording of the class session. 
 

Class Schedule 
-The class begins with the student reciting his/her new lesson. 
-Next, the student will recite at least 5 pages of his/her previously memorized lesson. This 
ensures that the ayat that have been memorized continue to be strengthened. 
-The teacher will give the student the next lesson by reciting and having the student repeat. 
-As the student’s amount of memorization grows, the teacher will create a review cycle for 
the student.  
-During the week, the student is expected to memorize the new lesson, and also review the 
recent and the review. 
 

Program of Study 
Our memorization program has three parts. Each class session will include at least two of 
these parts. For the strongest memorization, we recommend that students take class at least 
twice a week. 
 
New Lesson: This is the memorization of verses that the student has not memorized before. 
The teacher will read the new lesson with the student each session in order to ensure that 
students do not memorize incorrectly. 
 
Recent: A student’s recent is the last five pages that they have memorized. Newly memorized 
verses do not transfer into long term memory without excessive repetition. Therefore, 
students will recite up to five pages of their newly memorized lessons.  
 
Review: Everything that a student has memorized other than the recent and the new is 
considered review. In order to maintain a strong review of what the student has already 
memorized, the student will have have a review cycle. The student will recite 5-10 pages at a 
time of his/her previously memorized Surahs and do so until he/she recites everything 
he/she has memorized. Upon completing one cycle, the student simply resumes the cycle 
again. The shorter the cycle, the stronger the memorization. 


